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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MIRTEC PRESENTS TWO AWARDS DURING
SMT/HYBRID/PACKAGING 2013
APRIL 2013 – MIRTEC, the Global Leader in Inspection Technology, announces that it presented two awards to
its sales distributors on Wednesday, April 17, 2013 during the SMT/Hybrid/Packaging exhibition in Nuremberg,
Germany. The ceremony took place in distributor pc tec’s booth, located in Hall 7, Stand 504.
David Bennett, President of MIRTEC Europe, awarded LionTech Ltd. with a sales
award. LionTech represents MIRTEC’s inspection technologies throughout
Russia. With Eastern Europe growing so quickly and being such an important
market, MIRTEC needs a partner that exudes both technical expertise and a
highly trained support team. LionTech features both and has been a strong longterm partner for MIRTEC. Every team member is up-to-date on MIRTEC’s
inspection technologies and can help customers solve inspection difficulties. In
presenting the honor, Bennett said, “LionTech is emerging as one of the most
technical sales associations in Europe. It is a pleasure working with Alexey
Vasilenko and his professional team.”
The second award presented was the President’s Award and it went to Haja
Tech, MIRTEC’s representative in the key Scandinavian region of Sweden. The
entire team has been fully trained on the superior qualities offered by the
MIRTEC series of AOI solutions, and the company is responsible for the
sales and support of MIRTEC’s entire award-winning line up of desktop
and inline AOI systems. “The Haja team continues to promote MIRTEC
successfully to a very technical customer base, and its continuous growth
and success with our latest technologies is exemplary,” said Bennett. “As
such, I present them with my personal award of excellence.”
MIRTEC prides itself on providing the industry with the highest quality
products and services at competitive pricing and recognizes that having a
strong, global presence helps accomplish this goal. Because of this, the
company partners only with top-rated, technical sales organizations whose
focus matches MIRTEC’s, resulting in reliable, long-term relationships that not only benefit the companies but
also the industry.
For more information about LionTech Ltd., contact the company at 9 Yanvarya prospekt, 3, St. Petersburg,
192289, Russia; Tel: +7 (812) 715-09-50; E-mail: mail@liontech.ru; Web site: www.liontech.ru.
For more information about Haja Tech, contact the company at HåJa AB, Skepparevägen 2, 151 38 Södertälje,
Här finns vi. Tryck här; Tel: 08-554 404 64; E-mail: info@hajatech.se; Web site: www.hajatech.se.
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About MIRTEC
MIRTEC is a leading global supplier of Automated Optical Inspection Systems to the Electronics Manufacturing
Industry. For further information, visit www.mirtec.com.

